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Request: We are respectfully requesting answers to these questions. 

 

1) The Fill Audit Summary indicated there was unacceptable fill deposited in September 2016 and that 

corrective actions are still underway. Has TAC removed any of the impacted fill from the September 2016?  

1a) Can the Town confirm where that September 2016 fill sits, and if it has been covered over with new fill or 

not? 

 

2) Regarding the storm water breaches onto the Tecumseth Pines properties. Notice number 4 indicated that 

there were to be no further breaches and that the work to ensure that, was to be completed by April 30th, 2018. 

Another breach to the Tecumseth Pines Properties occurred on March 14th and 15th and yet another Notice, 

Notice number 6 was issued. Given that TAC has been given fair notice and opportunity to fix the problem, 

could the Township not use its power to revoke the permit altogether after this latest breach?  If not why not? 

What would merit permit revocation in this regard? 

 

 

3) What is the difference in terms of writing new requirements for any new Agreement between writing them 

for a permit that is expired and one that is revoked?  

3a) Will the Town ensure a much stronger agreement if another agreement is ever approved? An agreement that 

has items such as: explicit timelines for soil reports, ability to remove approval of source site if impacted soils 

exported, explicit language that no Table 4 sol will be permitted, explicit language that no work is to continue 

until it can be ensured that there will be no further drainage issues, explicit language that impacted fill is to be 

removed before any other fill is imported, and so on. And will you allow public consultation on any potential 

future agreement to help identify further issues with any future agreement? 

 

 

4)  What other contaminants, aside from cyanide, were in exceedance in the May-August months? 

4a) What were the highest levels of cyanide concentration levels for these months? 

4b) Has any of the impacted fill been removed from the May to August depositions? The assumption after 

reading the staff report, is that there have been no removals.  

4c) Does the Town know what specific GFL facility exported the impacted fill for the May to August months, 

or any months for that matter? What report specifically indicates what source sites the various monthly audit 

samples come from? That information does not appear to be included in the soil reports. 

 

 

5) Are the test pits where PML took the samples for the May to August deposition months still open and in their 

original state? The concern is that those fill areas could have been moved or covered over inadvertently. Has 

PML confirmed that the original tests pits are as they were when the original samples were taken? 

5a) The July monthly meeting minutes indicated, "PML recommended removing all June fill" and that there 

were "Multiple exceedances including cyanide in multiple locations." The August 2018 meeting minutes also 

indicated that the May and June fill "may have been mixed during grading." What actions is the Town taking to 

ensure the fill that PML said should all be removed (and now potentially mixed with other fill) is properly 

delineated and tested and removed, if necessary? Is there a rationale that details why any of the June fill can 

remain on site after PML indicated it should all be removed?  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

6) How many more times has WSP gone in and tested the fill at the site since February of 2018?  If more 

testing, how much more and what were results? 

 

 

7) Can the Town please post any Notices to TAC on the Town website as they are issued to TAC? And can the 

Town include all past notices to date? 

 

 

8) Is Council aware that back in August of 2016, TAC had some soil reports excluded because they indicated 

that PML tested fill that actually was imported by the previous owner so was not in their scope of work? PML 

had obtained the results for this testing but then TAC had it excluded. It is understood that testing old fill is not 

part of the current agreement. However, that does not change the fact that there has been and continues to be 

very real concerns among local citizens about the quality of the imported fill to this site. Those concerns are 

with regard to fill imported under the 2016 agreement and fill dumped under Palmisano and TAC when there 

was no binding agreement. It is understandable there is concern that the fill tested, that was said to have been 

deposited by the previous owner, could be impacted fill. One could ask the question why TAC would have 

taken the time and work to exclude the results and re-test if the initial results were fine. We would like the 

Town to ask for those initial results-just ask. Also, as a condition of any potential future agreement, we would 

like to see the Town require further testing of old and new fill based on concerns over this exclusion of 

information and to further identify any other fill quality issues.      

 

 

9) We would like to stress that your staff have done a very good job of documenting concerns around 

interpretation of the agreement and as a result, I think it would be fair to say there exist several inadequacies in 

this agreement that hinder prompt and effective enforcement. So we ask again, in consideration of any future 

agreement, will the Town ensure more effective, explicit requirements and will you allow public input and 

review of those requirements before anything is approved?  

 

 

10) Is there any idea how much more fill was indicated to be required for the completion of the operation? This 

number has been asked for several times over the years. There has never been a response. Is there a volume that 

can be provided? Understanding that has it has been three years since the Town signed the Agreement, when 

was the last revised grading plan submitted by TAC and does it clearly provide current and proposed elevation 

levels and volume of fill still needed?  
 


